[Capsule endoscopy in patients with cardiac pacemakers: current situation in Germany].
The study evaluated the actually experience of capsule endoscopy (CE) in patients with electrical implants (cardiac pacemaker/defibrillator) in Germany. A standardized questionnaire was sent to all centers in Germany doing capsule endoscopy. The questionnaire covers the number of examined patients, monitoring during CE, check of the electric implants before and after CE, occurrence of arrhythmia, quality of CE-video, complications, location and indication of CE. The questionnaire was sent to 154 hospitals and 51 surgeries. 43% of the questionnaires were sent back to our hospital. In 28 centers 45 Patients with a cardiac pacemaker (CP) and 8 patients with a defibrillator (ICD) were examined with CE. There were no relevant complications. In only two cases supraventricular extrasystoles were seen. 93% of patients with a cardiac pacemaker and 67% of the patients with a defibrillator were examined in a hospital. The predominant indication (patients with CP 86%, patients with ICD 67%) was a gastrointestinal bleeding. There are limited experiences of CE in patients with electric implants in Germany. Domain of CE is the diagnostic of gastrointestinal bleeding. Through the results of the inquiry you can conclude that CE in patients with cardiac pacemakers seems to be acceptable in the clinics.